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Conclusions
• We propose a simple, self-supervised method for learning to 

estimate interaural time delay via cycle-consistent random walks. 

• Visual signals allow our models to localize specific speakers within 
mixtures.
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Transition probability from 
sample  in  to sample  in  :s xi t xj

Objective: maximize the return 
probability of a walk moves 
between channels [Jabri et al. 2020]:
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Fig. 2: Learning interaural correspondence. We consider several self-supervised
models. (a) A random walk moves from one stereo channel to another, then back, with
transition probabilities determined by our learned embeddings. We learn to maximize
the probability that it returns to the node where it started (marked in green). (b) We
apply data augmentation to mono audio, and learn embeddings that maximize the
similarity of corresponding timesteps. (c) We learn to match audio for a single speaker
from a multi-speaker mixture, given a visual input.

Contrastive random walks. Our embeddings should provide cycle consistent
matches: the process of matching features from x1 to those in x2 should yield
the same correspondences as matching in the opposite direction, from x2 to x1.
We use this idea to learn a representation from unlabeled stereo sounds.

We adapt the contrastive random walk model of Jabri et al. [46] to binaural
audio (Fig. 2a). We create a graph that contains nodes for each of the temporal
sample xi(t) from both channels, with edges connecting the nodes that come
from di↵erent channels.2 We then perform a random walk that transitions from
nodes in x1 to those in x2, then back to x1, with transition probabilities that
are defined by dot products between embedding vectors:

Aij(s, t) =
exp(hi(s) · hj(t)/c)Pn

k=1 exp(hi(s) · hj(k)/c)
, (2)

where Aij(s, t) is the probability of transitioning from sample s in xi to sample t
in xj , and a temperature constant c. The features hi = h(xi; ✓) are parameterized
with network weights ✓ and are represented using a CNN (Sec. 3.3). We maximize
the log return probability of a walk that moves between nodes in the two channels:

Lcrw = � 1

n
tr(log(A12A21)), (3)

where the log is computed element-wise. We also found it helpful to incorporate
knowledge about invariances to important sources of variation, such as to noise.
To do this, we also apply data augmentation to two audio channels during the
walk similar to Hu et al. [45] (see supp. for details).

Slow features. We also train a variation of the model that learns to associate
embeddings that temporally co-occur, taking inspiration from methods that learn
slow features in video [80,37] and audio-visual synchronization [16,58,52]. These

2 Following visual tracking work [46], one could potentially extend this approach to
microphone arrays with 3 or more channels by performing the walk over all channels.
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Learning audio-visual features  by optimizing:g
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pairs of embeddings are more likely (than misaligned timestamps) to correspond
to the same events. We minimize:

Lzero = � 1

n
tr(log(A12)), (4)

where A12 is defined as in Eq. 2.

Instance discrimination. We also consider models that can be trained solely
with mono audio using instance discrimination [81]. In lieu of a second audio
channel, we create synthetic views of mono audio, using data augmentation that
encourages invariances that are likely to be useful for interaural matching. We
minimize:

Ldis = � log
exp(h(t) · ĥ(t)/c)

Pn
k=1 exp(h(t) · ĥ(k)/c)

, (5)

over all timesteps t, where h = h(x) are the features for a mono audio x, and
ĥ = h(x̂) are features computed from an augmented version of x.

Unless otherwise specified, we perform two types of augmentation: time
shifting and volume adjustment. To model the challenges in time delay estimation,
we choose negative examples exclusively from x, rather than other examples in
the batch [16,58,52]. We ensure that augmented positive views are always taken
from the corresponding timestep, i.e., we undo any time-shifting augmentation
when indexing ĥ(t).

3.2 Visually-guided time delay estimation

We also apply our model to the novel problem of estimating the time delay for
a single sound within a mixture using visual information. Given a sound mixture
containing multiple simultaneous speakers, we estimate the time delay for one
object, given a visual representation of its appearance (e.g., localizing a speaker
using a visual representing their face). The visual input need not co-occur with
the audio. For example, the object may be o↵-screen, or its visual features may
have been extracted at an earlier time.

We adapt the instance discrimination variation of our model, with a training
procedure that resembles the “mix-and-separate” [88] paradigm used in audio-
visual source separation [26,3,58,31,29]. We create a mixture from two sounds,
each with its own delay, and ask the model to estimate the delay from only the
desired source. Given two audio tracks u and v, we create a synthetic binaural
sound mixture x1 = u+v and x2 = shift(u, ⌧u)+shift(v, ⌧v) for randomly sampled
values ⌧u and ⌧v, where shift(x, ⌧) shifts x by ⌧ . The model is also provided with
Iu, an image depicting u. We learn audio-visual features by minimizing:

Lav = � log
exp(g1(t) · g2(t� ⌧u)/c)Pn
k=1 exp(g1(t) · g2(k)/c)

, (6)

over all timesteps t, where gi = g(xi, Iu) are the learned audio-visual features for
channel xi. Here, g obtains its embedding by fusing audio from one channel with
the input image. As in the instance discrimination model, we apply augmentation
to g2. Note that this task cannot be solved without Iu: from audio alone, the
model would be unable to determine whether the true delay is ⌧u or ⌧v.

hh

h
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Goal: Localize sounds by estimating how much sooner 
they arrive at one ear than the other. We’ll learn to do 
this using only unlabeled recordings.

Idea: Treat it like a self-supervised tracking problem! 
Find interaural correspondences, pairs of sounds 
from different channels that correspond to the same 
underlying events.

Visually-guided sound localization: localize a sound 
from a mixture, guided by the appearance of a speaker.

Generalized cross-correlation: find a time delay  that 
maximizes [Knapp & Carter, 1976]:

τ

We’ll learn audio (or audio-visual) features . h

Binaural Contrastive Random Walk
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Fig. 2: Learning interaural correspondence. We consider several self-supervised
models. (a) A random walk moves from one stereo channel to another, then back, with
transition probabilities determined by our learned embeddings. We learn to maximize
the probability that it returns to the node where it started (marked in green). (b) We
apply data augmentation to mono audio, and learn embeddings that maximize the
similarity of corresponding timesteps. (c) We learn to match audio for a single speaker
from a multi-speaker mixture, given a visual input.

Contrastive random walks. Our embeddings should provide cycle consistent
matches: the process of matching features from x1 to those in x2 should yield
the same correspondences as matching in the opposite direction, from x2 to x1.
We use this idea to learn a representation from unlabeled stereo sounds.

We adapt the contrastive random walk model of Jabri et al. [46] to binaural
audio (Fig. 2a). We create a graph that contains nodes for each of the temporal
sample xi(t) from both channels, with edges connecting the nodes that come
from di↵erent channels.2 We then perform a random walk that transitions from
nodes in x1 to those in x2, then back to x1, with transition probabilities that
are defined by dot products between embedding vectors:

Aij(s, t) =
exp(hi(s) · hj(t)/c)Pn

k=1 exp(hi(s) · hj(k)/c)
, (2)

where Aij(s, t) is the probability of transitioning from sample s in xi to sample t
in xj , and a temperature constant c. The features hi = h(xi; ✓) are parameterized
with network weights ✓ and are represented using a CNN (Sec. 3.3). We maximize
the log return probability of a walk that moves between nodes in the two channels:

Lcrw = � 1

n
tr(log(A12A21)), (3)

where the log is computed element-wise. We also found it helpful to incorporate
knowledge about invariances to important sources of variation, such as to noise.
To do this, we also apply data augmentation to two audio channels during the
walk similar to Hu et al. [45] (see supp. for details).

Slow features. We also train a variation of the model that learns to associate
embeddings that temporally co-occur, taking inspiration from methods that learn
slow features in video [80,37] and audio-visual synchronization [16,58,52]. These

2 Following visual tracking work [46], one could potentially extend this approach to
microphone arrays with 3 or more channels by performing the walk over all channels.
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apply data augmentation to mono audio, and learn embeddings that maximize the
similarity of corresponding timesteps. (c) We learn to match audio for a single speaker
from a multi-speaker mixture, given a visual input.

Contrastive random walks. Our embeddings should provide cycle consistent
matches: the process of matching features from x1 to those in x2 should yield
the same correspondences as matching in the opposite direction, from x2 to x1.
We use this idea to learn a representation from unlabeled stereo sounds.

We adapt the contrastive random walk model of Jabri et al. [46] to binaural
audio (Fig. 2a). We create a graph that contains nodes for each of the temporal
sample xi(t) from both channels, with edges connecting the nodes that come
from di↵erent channels.2 We then perform a random walk that transitions from
nodes in x1 to those in x2, then back to x1, with transition probabilities that
are defined by dot products between embedding vectors:

Aij(s, t) =
exp(hi(s) · hj(t)/c)Pn

k=1 exp(hi(s) · hj(k)/c)
, (2)

where Aij(s, t) is the probability of transitioning from sample s in xi to sample t
in xj , and a temperature constant c. The features hi = h(xi; ✓) are parameterized
with network weights ✓ and are represented using a CNN (Sec. 3.3). We maximize
the log return probability of a walk that moves between nodes in the two channels:

Lcrw = � 1

n
tr(log(A12A21)), (3)

where the log is computed element-wise. We also found it helpful to incorporate
knowledge about invariances to important sources of variation, such as to noise.
To do this, we also apply data augmentation to two audio channels during the
walk similar to Hu et al. [45] (see supp. for details).

Slow features. We also train a variation of the model that learns to associate
embeddings that temporally co-occur, taking inspiration from methods that learn
slow features in video [80,37] and audio-visual synchronization [16,58,52]. These

2 Following visual tracking work [46], one could potentially extend this approach to
microphone arrays with 3 or more channels by performing the walk over all channels.

Idea: learn a representation that 
leads to cycle-consistent matching.

In-the-wild examples
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